MEET SANG NGUYEN AND JUAN CASTANO BETANCUR

Sang (from Vietnam) and Juan (from Colombia) first met while they were studying at Kent, noticing each other during their Organisational Behaviour class. Although they both passed the unit with flying colours, it seems they were more interested in studying each other’s behaviour!

On their first date, Sang accidentally double booked with her volunteering work at the Philippine Typhoon Appeal Concourse at UTS. Juan ended up helping her and he’s been by her side ever since.

Sang and Juan were married in Sydney in 2014. In 2019, they welcomed the arrival of their adorable daughter Clara – an Australian Citizen!

Sang graduated from Kent’s Bachelor of Business in 2014. She is currently employed as Business Assistant at Australian Unity Home Care Service, completed a Certificate in Aged Care from the University of South Australia and recently enrolled in Graduate Certificate of Healthcare Management at Deakin University. Since 2014, Sang has been the Graduate Student Representative on Kent’s Industry Advisory Committee, contributing to the continuous improvement of Kent industry engagement activities.

While completing his degree at UTS, Juan volunteered for the New Humans of Australia: an organisation seeking to reduce discrimination towards migrants, especially refugees, through the powerful medium of storytelling.

Juan now has nearly 8 years of combined experience in software engineering, working as a Software Developer at Procusys and now as a Software Engineer at Tech Insite.

A fantastic Kent Alumni story

GRADUATION, CAREERS, MARRIAGE AND A BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER

SO WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN UP TO?

INSPIRE YOUR FELLOW KENT ALUMNI AND SHARE YOUR SUCCESS STORY NOW!

Complete our Alumni survey so we can have your details and keep you up to date with everything Kent!

GROW YOUR KENT NETWORK
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